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Photoshop
Photoshop, the ubiquitous and industry standard graphics software for
photographers, designers, digital artists, as well as casual enthusiasts,
can be a baffling application to understand the first time you fire it up.
Luckily, littered across the vast space of the web are tutorials in all
shapes and sizes that will help you get up and running in no time.
How does Photoshop work? The answer is: with layers.
Create New Document

Resolution – Set the Resolution of the document. Resolution typically
means the number of dots (or pixels) per inch. Always keep at 300, 72 is
the default resolution.
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Color Mode – Set the color mode of the document. Unless you are
doing special printing, you typically will be working with RGB Color
(Red/Green/Blue). When save change to CMYK / for printing because
Photoshop does not support CMYK
In the bottom right you should have the layers window.

Create a new layer by pressing the appropriate button at the bottom of
the layers window. Now you can see a new layer, but nothing has
changed in your canvas. This is because Photoshop automatically create
blank layers. Or Ctrl Shift N
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Create Layer
Create a new layer

FILL IN BACKGROUND AND FOREGROUND COLOR
Method 1
1) Set the foreground color to black by clicking on the foreground
color thumbnail to open the color picker and selecting black.
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2) After you pick the color, press shortcut key to fill in color
a. Change to background color, Ctrl Del
b. Change to foreground color, Alt Del
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Method 2
1) Set the foreground color to black by clicking on the foreground
color thumbnail to open the ‘COLOR PICKER’and select colour
that you want.

2) Then select ‘EDIT’ on the topbar >> Click ‘FILL’
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3) A ‘FILL’ dialog will pop up

4) under the ‘USE’ there is a dropdown, click on the drop down,
select ‘BACKGROUND’ or ‘FOREGROUND’ or ‘COLOR’ >>
Press ‘OKAY’ >> Done
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Short Cut Key
**remark: if using macOS system “ctrl” below is equal to “command”

To change to background color, Ctrl Del
To change to foreground color, Alt Del
To change to default color, press D button, Alt Del
To swap Fore / Background color, press X
To select all, Ctrl A & D for delete
To de select, Ctrl D
Undo changes, Ctrl Alt Z
To create new worksheet, Ctrl Alt N
To Resize, Ctrl T (transform), Right click to choose different style, ie:
perspective, after done Enter.
To View Actual Photo size / Zoom in, Ctrl 1
To View 100% photo size , Ctrl 0
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Move Tool
The Move tool lets you drag a pixel selection to a new location in the
layer. You can also use the tool to move between layers in Photoshop
Elements, and to photos in other applications that support selections.

The Marquee Tools:
The Marquee Tools consist of the Rectangle, Elliptical, Single Row and
Single Column selection tools. These are the most basic selection tools
in Photoshop. The keyboard shortcut for these tools is the letter ‘M’.
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The Rectangle Marquee Tool
The Rectangle tool allows you to draw rectangles or squares.
Hold down Shift key to get the equal size of the box.

The Elliptical Marquee Tool
This tool allows you to draw circles & ellipses. Like the Rectangle Tool
you are able to hold the keys, ‘Shift, Alt and Space’ to edit the circle
when you are drawing it.
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To Copy object, Alt and drag

The Single Row & Single Column Tools will be only cover in advance class
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Option bar – Feather, made the edge blur
You can “feather” selections (specify a fuzzy radius for them) using the
Feather field in the options bar. The example at the top of the next page
shows two rectangles: one created by filling in a selection with a feather
of zero pixels, and one that’s created by filling in the same selection
with a feather of five pixels.
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Brush Tool
The Brush Tool is suitable for soft-edged painting or drawing. Draw
strokes by clicking and dragging the mouse over the canvas. You can
change the brush size and other settings in the options bar at the top of
the window.

Pencil
The Pencil Tool (B) is suitable for hard-edged drawing or painting and
has similar options to the Brush Tool for setting its size, opacity, and
more. The Pencil Tool is often used for drawing on, and editing
individual pixels in, zoomed-in images.
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Clone Stamp Tool / Healing Brush Tool
Photoshop's clone stamp tool allows you to duplicate part of an image.
The process involves setting a sampling point in the image which will be
used as a reference to create a new cloned area.
Select the Clone Stamp tool, and then check the settings in the options
bar. Make sure you have a brush size appropriate for the job. The
following settings are fairly typical:

1.

Point to the nearer color, Hold down “ALT”, it will duplicate the
part that we want & release at the place which need to conceal.
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To Enlarge / Reduce photo size
Ctrl T, Enter once Done
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Move Over layer
At the respective layer, hold down mouse, and drag over
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Layer Mask
A Layer Mask is a useful, non-destructive way of editing (allows you
to recover back the original image). They allow you to go back and edit
the selection you made to a layer.
To create a LAYER MASK make a selection of what you would like to
keep and click the ‘ADD LAYER MASK’ button.

To edit the layer mask click on the layer mask’s thumbnail. Now you
can either paint in ‘BLACK’ or ‘WHITE’ by selecting ‘BRUSH TOOL’
to edit the layer.
• BLACK as foreground – Reveal
• White as foreground - Cover
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Photo Montage
1) Open a photo that you need to edit (FACE) >> Double Click on the
locker on layer panel is it’s locked.

2) On the LAYER PANEL >> RIGHT CLICK on the picture
thumnail >> Click on ‘DUPLICATE LAYER’ >> then rename the
DUPLICATED layer as “EDIT LAYER”
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3) Make sure you’re selected ‘EDIT LAYER’ (if you’re not click on
the ‘EDIT LAYER’ thumbnail one time on the layer panel >> On
the topbar >> Click on ‘FILTER’ >> ‘BLUR’ >> ‘GAUSSIAN
BLUR’ >> Gaussian 10 pixels or blur enough to cover the skin
texture

4) Click on the ‘ADD VECTOR MASK’ button at the bottom of
layer panel to apply MASK on the “EDIT LAYER”
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5) Select ‘BRUSH TOOL’ >> set the SIZE and HARDNESS of the
brush
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6) Now, make sure the foreground color is “BLACK” and
background color is “WHITE” (to reset it, just press on D it will
automatically change the foreground and background color to
default), then with BRUSH TOOL selected, start to paint the area
you want it to reveal. Eg:Eyes, nose, ears, background
• BLACK as foreground – Reveal
• White as foreground - Cover
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7) After done, go to Layer panel >> RIGHT CLICK on the “EDIT
LAYER” >> select “FLATTEN IMAGE”, it will combine the
entire layer to 1 layer only.
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Liquify Tool
From photo retouching, to artistic effects, the Liquify filter is a powerful
tool for every Photoshop user. This filter allows us to push, pull, rotate,
reflect, pucker, and bloat the pixels of any image.
1. Open a photo, Filter à Liquify

2. A Liquify dialog will prompt out
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3. Select the Forward Warp Tool for the touh up
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4. To come back to default, select the Reconstruct Tool

5. After Done, OK
Type Tool
1) Select ‘HORIZONTAL TYPE TOOL’
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2) Click ONE time only (DON’T click and drag!) on the area you
want to add text >> Start to type

3) To change FONT Type, size and other format, with the type tool
still on/selecting, press Ctrl T (will pop out CHARACTER panel
which allows you to change the style, etc.)
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Puppet Warp
1. First, let’s load our image.
2. Create a selection around the object. The selection needs to be
fairly accurate but we will use the refine edge tool to fix the
selection just in case, later on. So using the Pen Tool (P) traces the
path around the object as best as you can, making sure you finish
where you started creating a single loop.

3. With the pen tool still selected, right click the path and click
"Make Selection". This will now load the path as a selection. Enter
the value 0 for feather radius and select ok.
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4. With the selection still active, click on the Marquee Tool (M) and
under the options for the tool; click the button for "Refine Edge".
This tool allows us to refine and fix the selection as best as
possible. Feel free to experiment with the settings to find the best
selection for the object if needed. Once you have made your
selection, change the output from "Selection" to "New Layer with
Mask".
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5. We now have two separate layers, one with just the flower and the
original. We now need to delete the flower from the original
background image. To do this, load the original selection again
(Cmd/Ctrl + Click Masked Layer icon) and use CS5′s new content
aware fill to delete the area. For best results, expand the selection
by going to Selection > Modify > Expand, Expand by 10px and
click ok. Now press Delete on the original layer and select content
Aware Fill.
6. With our masked layer selected, go to Edit > Puppet Warp. This
will open the tool and allow us to manipulate and warp the object.
Placing points systematically around the displayed mesh will
create bending/warping points. Place them on your object in the
best arrangement to create joints to bend as shown below.

7. Dragging or rotating these points (Alt + Click and move over
point) will warp the object in the desired direction. Using this we
can drag the stem of the flower to come from the side, while still
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allowing

the

flower

to

stay

upright.

8. Enter when done.
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Stroke Line
1. Ctrl N, open a new worksheet

2. Change the Background to Black
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3. Set the Brush Tool to 10 px @ Round Point Stiff

4. Select Pen Tool and draw a line

5. Go to Path Panel, click on the Work Path Icon and select Stroke
Path with Brush, Enter
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6. Click on the Path Panel and select Stroke Path, make sure is Brush
Tool & Simulate Pressure check
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7. Go back to Layer Panel, Create a New Layer, go to Path Panel and
select Stroke Path with Brush one more time

8. Go back to Layer Panel, Hold down Ctrl Key and select on the
Layer thumbnail, Enter
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9. Ctrl Alt T & arrow Down, Enter

10.
Ctrl Alt Shift T, T, T, T, T …….. Ctrl D to deselect when
done.
11.

Ctrl T, Right Click & select Warp
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12.

Enter once done
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